Abstract. Under the axiom that no measurable cardinal exists it is proved that "(F n G)ff-measurable" maps of a hereditarily Baire and Cech analytic (e.g., compact) space into a metric space has the point of continuity property. A result on completely Borel-additive families in Cech analytic spaces is the crucial part of the proof.
In his lecture at the Topological Symposium in Prague 1991, Hansell asked the question if his Theorem 2.8 from [HI] holds for compact spaces T, i.e., if any map / of T to a metric space X with preimages of open sets being of the form \J^=i(F" n G"), Fn closed and G" open, is a PC-function, i.e., / f A has a point of continuity for each nonempty closed subset A . Using his Theorem 2.2 from the same paper we show that it is true under the axiom no cardinal admits a nontrivial two-valued o-additive measure, (A) defined on the o-algebra of all subsets, with the measure of singletons being zero.
We first formulate the main results, then explain the notions used in them, and finally we give the proofs.
Results

Theorem 1 (under (A)). If f is an (& A^)a-measurable map of a hereditarily
Baire and almost K-descriptive completely regular Hausdorff space (e.g., a product of a compact space and a complete metric space) T to a metric space X then f is a PC function.
Remark. We recall a definition of almost AT-descriptive spaces below. Let us point out that all Cech complete or even all Cech analytic spaces are almost AT-descriptive [Ho, Theorem 1] .
To prove Theorem 1 we use the equivalence following from Theorem 2.2 of [HI] . Proposition 1. Let T be hereditarily Baire. Then f is a PC function if and only if f has a a-scattered function base consisting of'!? A& sets.
We prove, moreover, the following theorem, which is a partial answer to some of natural questions on completely Suslin(^)-additive families in almost A"-descriptive or AT-descriptive spaces (cf. [H2, p. 48; FI, p. 369] ). Here 38 stands for the class of all Borel sets. Theorem 2 (under (A)). Let X be a regular Hausdorff space.
(a) Let {Xa\a e A} be a completely almost K-descriptive-additive and disjoint family in X. Then there is a a-scattered network for {Xa} in X.
(b) Let {Xa\a e A} be a completely K-descriptive-additive and disjoint family in X. Then there is a a-relatively discrete network for {Xa} in X.
Corollary, (a) Let X be a completely regular almost K-descriptive Hausdorff space, and let {Xa\a e A} be a completely Suslin(38s)-additive family in X. Then {Xa\a e A} has a o-scattered network.
(b) Let X be a K-descriptive regular Hausdorff space, and let {Xa\a e A} be a completely Suslin(^)-additive and disjoint family in X. Then {Xa\a e A} has a o-relatively discrete network. A family {Xa\a e A} is completely ^-additive if \J{Xa\a e B} e %* for every B c A .
The map / of a topological space X to a topological space Y is called %?-measurable if preimages, under /, of open subsets of Y are from %?.
The space X is hereditarily Baire if each closed subspace is a Baire space (i.e., has the Baire category property).
A collection ^ of subsets of a topological space X is called scattered if it is disjoint and there is a well-ordering -< on f such that \J{C e W\C ■< D} is open in (J %? for D e W. The collection is relatively discrete if it is topologically discrete in its union. The collection is o-scattered, or o-relatively discrete, if it is the union of countably many scattered, or relatively discrete, collections, respectively.
The class of all unions of scattered families of sets from %? is denoted by Suslin(%f) denotes the class of all results of the Suslin operation operating on sets from %f, i.e., sets 5 of the form s= u n *•>.-.*) <76NN n6N with 5"|" = 5(a,,...,"") € %?. Also %fs denotes the class of all unions of scattered collections of sets from %?.
We say that 3! is a function base (or network) for /: X -► Y if 2 is a base (or network) for XT = {f~x(G)\G open in Y}, i.e., H = \J{D e 3f\D c 77} for H e X.
A topological space X is almost K-descriptive if there is a complete metric space M and an upper semicontinuous compact-valued map of M onto X which takes discrete families of sets in M to point-countable families with tr-scattered network.
X is K-descriptive if there is an upper semicontinuous compact-valued map of a complete metric space M onto X which takes discrete families to pointcountable families with ^-relatively discrete network (this definition is introduced in [H2] , or in [FI] under the name ^T-analytic spaces).
Recall now the basic facts on almost A"-descriptive and A"-descriptive spaces that we use below.
Proposition 2. (ai) Every almost K-descriptive space X has the restricted Baire property in any topological embedding; i.e., X n F has the Baire property with respect to F for any subset F in every topological embedding of X.
(af) The union of any scattered family of almost K-descriptive subspaces of a topological space is an almost K-descriptive space, too.
(a?) The completely regular Hausdorff space X is almost K-descriptive if and only if it belongs to Suslin(38s) in some or every compactification. (Hence, every Cech analytic space is almost K-descriptive.) (a4) Every set from Suslin(38s) in the completely regular Hausdorff almost K-descriptive space X is almost K-descriptive as a subspace.
(bi) For every open cover of the K-descriptive space X there is a o-relatively discrete refinement covering X.
(b2) The sets from Sustin(&~) in a K-descriptive space are K-descriptive.
(03) Every K-descriptive space is almost K-descriptive; thus, it has the restricted Baire property in any topological embedding due to (ax).
(c) For every almost K-descriptive space, or K-descriptive space, there is a cardinal k (arbitrarily large) such that the completely metrizable space tcn (k taken with the discrete topology) can be used for M in the parameterization from the respective definitions above. Proof. The assertion (ai) is proved in [H2, Theorem 4.1].
Let us prove (a2). Let {Xa\a e A} be a scattered family of almost Kdescriptive subspaces of X. Then the parameterization of U{-^ala e ^} mav be defined from the discrete sum of Ma 's by f(x) = fa(x) for x e Ma where fa: Ma -+ Xa are the parametrizations from the definition of almost A^-descriptive spaces Xa 's.
The assertion (a-$) is proved in [Ho, Theorem 3] . To prove (a*), we use (a3). Thus we may suppose that X is a set from Suslin(^) in a compactification A". Every Borel set in X is a Suslin(^) again as the intersection of a Borel and a Suslin(^) set in K. The sets relatively from 38s in Suslin(^) subspace X are in Suslin(^) by (a2) and (a3). The rest follows from the well-known property of the Suslin operation that Suslin(Suslin(^)) is Suslin(^).
The assertion (bi) is mentioned in [FI, p. 369] and it follows in a standard way. Let ^ be an open cover of X. We suppose that f:M^X is some parametrization of X from the definition of K-descriptive spaces. Let 'V be the cover formed by all unions of finite collections of sets from ^. Then the "preimages" {x e M\f(x) c V} of sets V from Jf form an open cover of M. The rest follows from the paracompactness of M, the properties of /, and the fact that 'V arose as finite unions of elements of %.
To prove (b2), we suppose that X is a set from Suslin(^") in a AT-descriptive space T with the A"-descriptive parametrization /: M -► Y. It is easy to show in a standard way that also Y x NN has a AT-descriptive parametrization. The same holds for every closed subset of Y x NN . Since X is the projection of some closed subset of Y x NN, we get the assertion according to [FI, Lemma] or [H2, Lemma 7 .1].
The assertion (c) follows, for example, [FH, §3.2, Proposition] , [H3, §1.2] , and [Ho, Lemma 3] .
Proofs
Now we are going to prove Theorems 1 and 2. We proceed in a series of auxiliary results. Lemma 1. (a) If a family {Xa\a e A} in X has locally a o-scattered network, i.e., every element of X has a neighbourhood U such that {U C\ Xa} has a o-scattered network, then {Xa} has a o-scattered network, too.
(b) If {Xa\a e A} has locally a o-relatively discrete network and if open covers of \J{Xa} have o-relatively discrete refinements covering U{^a}» men {Xa} has a o-relatively discrete network (especially, the last is true if the union is K-descriptive). Proof. It follows immediately since every open cover of X has a scattered refinement covering X and U&gbU^ has a o-scattered network if the families 5% of subsets of X have ct-scattered networks and the family {{JSb\beB} is CT-scattered. The similar argument works also for the other assertion. We use Proposition 2(bi) to prove the parenthesized assertion.
Lemma 2 (under (A)), (a) If {Xa\a e A} is a family which has no o-scattered networkin X, then there are disjoint subsets Ao, Ax of A such that {Xa\a e At} has no o-scattered network for i = 0, 1.
(b) If {Xa\a e A} is a family which has no o-relatively discrete network in X, then there are disjoint subsets Ao, Ax of A such that {Xa\a e At} has no o-relatively discrete network for i = 0, 1. Proof. If it is not the case, put p(B) = 0 if {Xa\a e B} has a cr-scattered (or CT-relatively discrete in the case (b)) network and p(B) = 1 otherwise. This contradicts (A).
Lemma 3 (under (A)), (a) If {Xa\a e A} is a family of subsets of X which has no o-scattered network in X, then there are distinct elements xq and xx of X and disjoint subsets Ao,Ax of A such that Ui(~){Xa\a e At} has no o-scattered network for any open neighbourhoods Ui of Xj, i = 0, 1.
(b) If {Xa\a e A} is a completely K-descriptive-additive and point-countable family which has no o-relatively discrete network in X, then there are distinct elements xo and xx of X and disjoint subsets Ao, Ai of A such that Ui n {Xa\a e Aj} has no o-relatively discrete network for any open neighbourhoods Ui of Xi, j = 0, 1.
Proof. We prove (a) first. We use Lemma 2 to get A0, Ax. Then we can find x0 or x\ according to Lemma 1 so that the families {Xa n Uj\a e At} , i = 0, 1, have no CT-scattered network for any neighbourhoods Uo, Ui of xo, x\. To find distinct xo and Xi , we use Lemma 1 for the space Y = X\{xx} and for the family {Xa\{x\}\a e Ai}, which has no cr-scattered network, to find an xf e Y such that the family {(Xa\{x\}) n U\a e A} has no cr-scattered network for every neighbourhood U of x2. Now x,1 and x\ are distinct, and we can choose one of them for Xi.
We proceed similarly in the case (b) to find xo and x\. Then we consider the space Y = \J{Xa\a e A, x{ 0 Xa}. Since the family {Xa\a e A} is completely AT-descriptive-additive, the space T is A^-descriptive. The family {Xa\a e A} is point-countable and so the family {Xa\a e A, x\ £ Xa} has no CT-relatively discrete network. So we can use Lemma 1 to find x^ in Y and finish the proof like that of (a).
The main construction needed to prove Theorem 2 is contained in the following lemma. It goes back to [H3] , but some modifications are needed because not only Suslin(^") sets are studied, and the family may not be countable even in a compact space. Lemma 4 (under (A)), (a) Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and {Xa\a e A} be disjoint completely almost K-descriptive-additive family, and let {Xa\a e A} have no o-scattered network. Then there is a compact subspace K of\J{Xa\a e A} and a perfect map (p of K onto the Cantor set C such that the preimages (p~x(i) of elements i from C are covered by families {Xa\a e A,} where {A,\t e C} forms a disjoint family of subsets of A.
(b) Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and {Xa\a e A} be disjoint completely K-descriptive-additive family, and let {Xa\a e A} have no orelatively discrete network. Then there is a compact subspace K of [}{Xa\a e A} and a perfect map tp of K onto the Cantor set C such that the preimages (p~x(i) of elements i from C are covered by families {Xa\a e A,} where {A,\t e C} forms a disjoint family of subsets of A. Proof. According to Proposition 2(c) there is a k such that every union Xb = [j{Xa\a e B} for B c A can be parametrized by an upper semicontinuous compact-valued map fs of the complete metric space kn onto XB which takes discrete families of subsets of jcn to point-countable families which have a CT-scattered, or CT-relatively discrete, network, respectively.
We use the notation X*Xn = fB(I(o\n)) where 7(ct|«) stands for the set of sequences from /cN which begin by o\n . The spaces X^n are almost A"-descriptive, or A"-descriptive, respectively, because 7(ct|«) are closed subsets of kn . We will construct for i e {0, 1}N closed sets F,\" c X, sets A,\" c A, finite sequences of elements of k called ct'(j|«), j = 1,... , n , and almost A"-descriptive, or A"-descriptive, subspaces Y,\n such that under the convention that "j|0 , i" s j the following hold fox n = l,... . (ii) i4l|f,_i,on.4l|ll_i,i=0 and, for n>2, A,]n C Al{n-X.
(iii) The length of ct'(i|m) is n + I -i and, for n > 2, ol(i\n) extends ct'(j|«-1).
(iv) y"" = F,|"nlX)n-nlX)'
(v) {7,|" n Xa\a e A,\"} has no CT-scattered, or CT-relatively discrete, network, respectively. We proceed by induction. Since the first step is almost identical with the induction one, we suppose that Ft\k, A,\k, o'(i\k), i = I, ..., k, and thus also y,|fc have been already chosen for k = 0, 1, ... , n so that (i)-(v) hold. Let us choose an arbitrary sequence t\n e {0, I}" , and we find Ft\n j , A,\nj, o'(i\n, j), i = I,... , n+l, such that (i)-(v) be satisfied for them, too. Since according to (v) the collection {Y,\n nXa\a e A,\n} has no cr-scattered network, or no CT-relatively discrete network, respectively, we can use Lemma 3 to find xo and xx, A,\n>o and A,\"ti, and the closed neighbourhoods F/|a,o and F/ja,i of xo and xi such that (i) and (ii) are fulfilled and so that {XanYl]nnFllnj\aeAllnJ} has no cr-scattered (or CT-relatively discrete in the case (b)) network because the space X is Hausdorff, and, moreover, {ATany,|"} are completely A"-descriptiveadditive in the case (b). The set Yt\" n F,\nj is covered by the sets xf"n+1 n • • • n jrj« . n F,,n+i Jn+i <r'{t\n),ji 'in+l with ji,... , jn+i from k and j"+i = j, which have a cr-scattered, or orelatively discrete, network, respectively. We choose jx,... , jn+i e k so that (iv) is fulfilled with ct^jIjj + 1) = (ox(i\n) ,ji),...,on+x(t\n + l)=jn+i.
Put^= u ny.i-=n u T he second equality holds due to (i) and K is closed in X. According to (iii) for every i e {0, 1}N there is a limit ct'(j) = limn_00CT'(i|M) €KN. Since the parametrizations fAi[n axe upper semicontinuous and compactvalued, and due to (iv), we get that there is an m e N such that (*) y,|(m+n-D C xX\m) -A1"(7(CT"(/)|m)) c G for every open set G containing fAl^(on(i)). Because X is regular, we can find m such that Yt\m c G. It follows easily that (**)
or m e N .
In particular, the intersections K(i) are contained in the compact set fAo({ox(0, i2, ...)|i € {0, 1}N}) u A({ct'(1 ,t2,...)\ie {0, 1}N}).
It is compact because fAl[" axe upper semicontinuous and compact-valued and the sets {ct'(j, j2, ...)|j e {0, 1}N}, i = 0, 1, are compact. Thus A^, as a closed subset of a compact set, is compact. According to (v) it is Y,\" ^ 0. Since the sets F,\" axe closed, and due to (iv) and (*), (**), the intersections K(i) axe nonempty. Define A, = {a e A\XanK(i) # 0}. We get the last assertion of Lemma 4. If a e A, and 1' ^ 1, then there is an m e N such that i\m ^ i'\m . Then a £ A,> because it would be 0 ^ Xan K(i') c XAi'^ according to (**) otherwise. But Xa C XA'^ and Ax\m n ^,-|m = 0 due to (ii).
Remark. Our original idea was to use now the map tp constructed in Lemma 5 and the following result of Frolik [F2] .
Proposition. Let X be a Cech analytic space (i.e., a Suslin(38) subset of some compactification) and q> a perfect map of X onto a metric space M. Then M is Suslin(9~) in its completion.
To prove Theorem 1 for completely Cech analytic-additive families, we should realize that for any subset D of C the map (p \ <p~x(D): <p~x(D) -» D is perfect, and taking a nonanalytic subset of C for D, we get a contradiction.
It would work for Suslin(^)-additive families only. Hensell drew our attention to [P] , and we use the idea from there to get our result for almost A"-descriptive additivity. Instead of the mentioned Frolik's result we use the following observation from [S] used in [P] analogously.
Lemma 5. Let f:K->C be a continuous map of the compact space K onto C such that f~l(A) has the restricted Baire property. Then A has the Baire property. Proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary. Let tp: K -► C be the map from Lemma 4. Then the preimage of any subset S of C is necessarily almost A"-descriptive (by Proposition 2(03) in the case (b)), and by Proposition 2(aj) it has the restricted Baire property in K, and thus S has the Baire property due to Lemma 5. This is impossible by [K, 11, IVa] .
The corollary follows by Proposition 2(a3) and (b2).
To get Theorem 1 we use Propositions 1 and 2, Theorem 2, and Lemma 6. If a point-countable family {Xa\a e A} consisting of sets from (&~ A &)a has a o-scattered network then the network may be chosen to consist of sets from & A 9.
Proof. Let JV = UngN-^n wrtn -^n scattered is the network for {Xa} . Due to [H2, Lemma 2.3] there are scattered collections 38n = {B(N) D N\N e J^} of (9~ A£>sets. Let Xa = \JXam with Xam being from ^A^.
We put %n,m = {XamDB(N)\a e A with N c Xa and # € JVn}-These families are CT-scattered since TV is contained in at most countably many Xa 's and |J" m ^n,m is a network since yf was.
Proof of Theorem 1. It runs in a standard way. Let % = \}n%n be an open base in the metric space X with all %n discrete. Then {f~x(U)\U e %"}, n = 1,2,..., form completely (9~ A .f ^-additive disjoint families in the almost A"-descriptive space T. Thus, due to Theorem 2 and Lemma 6, they have cr-scattered networks, say JVn , consisting of (&" A^)-sets and \JnyKi is therefore a cr-scattered base for /. We use Proposition 1 to finish the proof of Theorem 1.
Remarks. It is proved in [HI, Theorem 2.5 ] that a PC-function f:T->X is (y A^tf-measurable if and only if every scattered partition of T is completely (y A S^-additive.
We left open the following problems: Do Theorems 1 and 2 hold independently on the additional axiom (A)? Does Theorem 2 hold for point-finite families? Is it possible to find a cr-relatively discrete network for a completely Suslin(^)-additive, disjoint, or point-finite family in a Cech analytic space? This is a question from [H2, p. 48] .
